Alexandra G.
Middle UI/UX Designer

Professional summary
UI / UX Designer with 5+ years of experience in designing websites, desktop, web and mobile applications. The technology
stack is based on some of the most popular applications such as Figma, Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, Sketch, Invision, Zeplin.

Also has sense for aesthetics, close attention to detail, eagerness to learn and adapt new skills which contribute to successful
work at the project from start to finish. Communicable, responsible, open-minded and fast learning person.

Portfolio
Coin Dreams
The client is online crypto casino. It is a new product and all was developed from the scratch. This project consists of casino
part: both mobile application and desktop version, and back office for it. Project includes all main functional modules of online
casino: bonus system, game catalog, my account, game aggregation, player management, bonus campaigns settings etc.

Research
Step 1

Competetive desk research.

Step 2

Interview with real online casino players.

Main insights
Players use several casinos at the same time.
ften they use mobile devices for playing ( e.g. it helps them to spend time by the way to work).
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Sometimes it is hard because they have to use only one hand to play at public transport.
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The client is a hospital in St. Petersburg. This site is used daily by many people with different abilities. Thus, it should be
accessible and easy to use in different cases. This project includes a desktop and mobile version of the site.

Art Walls
The client is a family salon that sells designer wallpapers and textiles. The aim of the project was to create branding and a
convenient site catalog. This project includes a desktop and mobile version.

Desert
This project is being developed independently. The inspiration was a trip to Morocco. A simple tic tac toe game in the colors of a
real desert day and night (this game includes day and night mode). All illustrations here are 2d.
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